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Bubble Mood

Stradivarius

NEEMIC

Shanghai-based fashion brand
Bubble Mood has won the hearts
of local fashionistas with its
whimsical and feminine designs.
Their Spring/Summer 2013 collection proves to be no exception. Playing with the idea of the
kimono, French designers Olivia
Gurdjian and Margaux Painvin
have woven Asian shapes and
Parisian elegance together to
create the Mykimono, a versatile
garment that can be reinterpreted
and worn as a casual jacket, chic
dress or glam loungewear piece.
Light and sophisticated prints mix
with different cuts and fabrics
for a range of wearable, effortless garments named after their
main inspirations, from Indian
Summer and Black Riviera to
Allure, Navaranje and Minimal.
RMB1,200-1,400.

Churning out chic, trendy clothes
for cheap, Barcelona-born brand
Stradivarius ticks all the right
boxes when it comes to stylish,
no-fuss looks that are spot on
trend. The Spring/Summer collection sees a flurry of wonderfully
breezy dresses (RMB179-259),
romantic blouses (RMB199-229)
and light tops (RMB99-229). For
the sunny season, the main focus
is on flower prints of light translucent fabric and lace. March also
draws in a slew of relaxed jumpers and denim (RMB199-359),
dainty skirts (RMB129-199) and
Navajo prints, alongside a wide
range of oh-so fly accessories
(RMB99-299). Next time you shop,
skip Zara; you’ll save a little cash
and find more original pieces.

If you liked NEEMIC’s debut collection for Autumn/Winter 2012,
you are set to love the brand’s
Spring/Summer 2013 line. A
grown-up, elegant affair with
East-meets-West blouses and
jackets, NEEMIC’s concept for the
sunny season ahead is all about
effortless, couture-like pieces
balancing a tougher tomboy attitude. Each garment is made
from the finest silks and organic
cotton – keeping with the label’s
sustainable fashion philosophy
– from long sleeve button-up
shirts (RMB1,450-1,490) to highwasted trousers that are delicately
sheer and pleated (RMB1,590)
and cropped blazers with notched
lapel and jet pockets (RMB1,490).
An exquisite exercise of high tailoring, the collection plays with
streamlined lines and oversized,
comfortable designs that incarnate the essence of sophisticated
urbanites. // (www.neemic.com)

// (www.bubble-mood.com)
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// Unit 101, Bldg 1, U-Town Shopping Center, 2
Sanfeng Beili, Chaoyangmenwai Dajie, Chaoyang
2
District
1 101
(5977 5780, www.
stradivarius.com)

H&M for Brick
Lane Bikes
Gents keen on keeping a dapper
look on their fixies should take
note that H&M’s upcoming collaboration with urban cycle legend
Brick Lane Bikes hits stores this
month, and from what we’ve seen
so far, the line looks pretty smashing. Known for partnering with
high fashion giants of the likes of
Lanvin and Versace, the Swedish
retailer has teamed up with East
London cycle experts – the UK’s
first fixed-gear bike store and
custom-bike specialist – to produce an 11-piece capsule collection designed to look particularly
stylish while on two wheels. The
range includes chino shorts made
from Merino wool and organic
cotton, a quilted shirt jacket and
functional Henleys.
// Units 72-82, Bldg A16, Qianmen Dajie,
A16
Dongcheng District
72-82 (6706 0508, www.hm.com)

